The Author’s Voice

The Institute for Advanced Study, in partnership with Gorgias Press, is launching a new online lecture program. The series of free to access quarterly talks, led by Gorgias Press authors, will showcase the latest research across history, linguistics, and religious studies.

- 2022 Program -

March 10, 12PM ET
Angels Hastening: The Karbalāʾ Dreams
Christopher Clohessy
Resident Faculty Member, Pontifical Institute for Arabic and Islamic Studies (PISAI)

June 23, 12PM ET
The symbolic language of Ethiopian crosses: Explorations through form and ritual
Maria Evangelatou
Professor of Mediterranean Studies, Department of History of Art and Visual Culture, University of California, Santa Cruz

October 13, 12PM ET
The Perils and Joys of writing on the Arabs before Islam
Ayad al-ANI
Professor for Change Management and Consulting, Associate Member of the Einstein Centre Digital Future, Berlin, and Professor extraordinary at the School of Public Leadership, Stellenbosch University

December 8, 12PM ET
Through the Prism of Wisdom: Elijah the Prophet as a Bearer of Wisdom in Rabbinic Literature
Hilla N. Alouf-Aboody
Independent scholar of Second Temple literature, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and rabbinic texts, who holds a PhD in Hebrew and Judaic Studies from New York University

Hosted by Sabine Schmidtke (School of Historical Studies, IAS) and George A. Kiraz (School of Historical Studies, IAS and Editor-in-Chief, Gorgias Press) in cooperation with Angelos Chaniotis (School of Historical Studies, IAS)

For more information, please contact ds@ias.edu